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This paper investigates the suerian-vassal economy system in Ming Dynasty and 
its evolution in Qing Dynasty. We attempt to reveal the real practice process of the 
regulation system. The paper includes six chapters, and each of them can be separated 
from others. Here are the main contents: 
In Ming Dynasty, there are two kinds of “Caihu”，one was “Huyi”, and the other 
was “Yaoyi”. The “Caihu” in prince mansions belong to the later. Their main corvee is 
to support vegetables to prince mansions. However, they paid currency instead of 
giving vegetables since the late Ming Dynasty. Initially, the prince mansions was not 
allowed to set “Caihu”, but this law was broken down by the special rewarding system. 
Prince mansions applied "stern" and " ordinance" flexibly, and then amplified the 
system operating space. By investigating the “Caihu” in prince mansions, We will find 
the complexity of corvee and the defects on Ming Government regulating the 
suerian-vassal economy system.  
The suerian-vassal supply was an important issue for finance in late Ming, and it 
was consulted by the government officials. In early Ming, the vassal financial system 
was based on local supply. Exactly speaking, The officials posed “Lumi”, “Yaoyi” and 
“Suigong” into the local taxes and corvee, which transferred the pressures to the 
feudal states. There were many differences between old and new palace, and between 
the different classes in prince mansions. The newly-established prince mansions 
increased the pressures in late Ming. Thus, There were many differences between 
feudal provinces-and their states or counties. What‟s more, the actual situation of each 
branch of the palace was also different. In late Ming, herod provinces adjusted the 
provincial finance income distribution, and requested the central fiscal fund and other 
institutions, in order to make up for the inadequacy of supply to the provinces. 
 “Renaming the Land” in Qing Dynasty was the continuation of manor land in 













HuangBei County as an example, in Ming Dynasty, Lufan and ChuFan had manor 
land here. After Qing dynasty, their manor land all changed into “Renaming the Land”. 
Lufan need to pay taxes and rent, so HuangBei County imposed the "change" and 
"share" measures, and then changed the county tax levy. This measure was renamed 
by “Renaming the Land” system in Qing Dynasty. However, ChuFan only pay rent, 
the rent was valley land levy. After Qing Dynasty, it folded valley price of weight 
assignment problems in its field in the process of reform, HuangBei County used the 
"between" way to average taxes, and then adjusted the county tax levy. 
After Qing Dynasty, the government of has carried on the overall arrangement of 
royal families' legacy, this system evolved in Shunzhi Period. The policy on disposing 
royal families' legacy has changed. from the nominal heavier that the ownership of 
industry, to forfeited to the government, and listed into the Baqi‟s circles. Then posed 
levy taxes and stopped Bazi‟s cicles, the goal is also important changes accordingly. 
To increase the fiscal revenue and to realize the folk-land, the government hoped to 
sale all royal families' legacy. But under constraint conditions, they had to lent farmers 
to cultivate, and then formed a “sale - lease” parallel double track. As a result of the 
corresponding system imperfect, the efforts in early Shunzhi were not efficient. To 
Shunzhi the 13rd year, Hubu strengthened the systematic regulations to guarantee the 
efficiency system, and it was hesitated by the foundation of “Renaming the Land” 
policy in Kangxi Period. 
After Kangxi, princes land has translated into the service system, part of these 
field is not naturally form into state corresponding to “Renaming the Land”. For 
example, in the process from Manor land to “Renaming the Land”, state taxation was 
the core, the county's people to the event located county princes land as control object, 
and through the history of the battle field border or “FeiSa” tax, to integrate the 
Francisco plus ota and taxes, and state, county name field distribution of the solid 
state. Specifically, an princes land in bozhou changed into “Renaming the Land”; 
Membership zhecheng and jingxin diamond princes land posed tax, so as to dream up 
a bear tax “Renaming the Land”. Once the consolidation process is completed, the 













addition, when counting the proportion of “Renaming the Land”, we first have to 
confirm that the farmland was real, and secondly have to understand the connotation 
of "mu", then have to pay attention to the era of digital feature. 
"She" was a regional division during Yongzheng and Qianlong Period. It 
belonged to the “She-Cang” system. in Shaanxi Province‟s xianning and chang‟an, it 
was commonly known as the "Cang" or "Ao". In the early Qing Dynasty, two counties 
through the reconstruction and perfect service organizations at the grass-roots level, 
realized the village organization of grass-roots social administration. To mid and late 
Qing, village organization administrative functions gradually blurred, two counties 
administrative operation into through the regional division- "Cang" and "Ao" to 
concrete practice. In the process of the evolution, granary complex consists of 
divisions have gradually formed a political condition. Later, in Jiaqing Period, it 
translated into the fact under the county administrative zones, and became a kind of 
expression of geographic location. Has regional characteristics in the forming of the 
qing dynasty under the county administrative zones, the forming mechanism, 
evolution process and different forms. Therefore, the research can't confined to a 
unified discussion category or framework, regional perspective would be a possible 
way of deepening administrative practice. 
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